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About This Game

Heaven And Earth is a turn-based RPG about a fantastical world and how even good intentions can lead to disastrous results,
as well as an exploration in how many different approaches there are to solving any given problem. It has been developed with

community feedback to try and create the best, most immersive experience possible. It is inspired by a variety of games, such as
classics like Final Fantasy and Chrono Trigger.

Key Features:
-Branching story and dialogue

-Play your way: Whether you want to be crafty, diplomatic, or just brute force your way through problems, the options are all
there

-A vast array of enemies
-Diverse characters, each with their own strengths and weaknesses

-Immersive story
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-World Map, ready to explore
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NOT RECOMMENDED - Rating 10%.
Reasons : Steam Integration Problem, Big Nightmare.

This RPG Maker game is so badly integrated in steam that it is a nightmare.

You can launch it the first time.
However, once you launch it, there is NO implementation to allow you to exit from Heaven and Earth title page.
The only way is to force close the window for Heaven and Earth.
When you do that steam still think that the game is running and it continue to run infinitely.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1215481143

You cannot relaunch the game because you get a steam error that says Heaven and Earth is running.
You cannot logout of steam because steam will ask you to exit from Heaven and Earth.
You cannot exit from Heaven and Earth because the game window has already been CLOSED.
You can use windows task manager to abort Steam Client Bootstapper, but when you relaunch steam, Heaven and Earth is still
running.
You cannot get a refund because the game has been running for days and there is no way to stop it from running. Steam shows
Heaven and Earth as running for 12 hours when I only played 5 minutes and exit. Wow !!

Wow this is such an implementation nightmare that I do not even know how to rate this game.
It is a NO RECOMMEND for me, even though I am a huge fan of RPG Maker games and own several hundreds of them in my
library. This is also the very first time that I buy a game that has NO exit button.
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